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I Am Number Four: The Beginning: Books
1-3 Collection - Pittacus Lore 2015-09-01
The first three novels in the bestselling Lorien
Legacies series that began with I Am Number
Four are included in this collection: I Am
Number Four: The book that started it all . . .
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Nine of us came here. We look like you. We talk
like you. We live among you. But we are not you.
We can do things you dream of doing. We have
powers you dream of having. We are stronger
and faster than anything you have ever seen.
Our plan was to grow, and train, and become
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strong, and become one, and fight them. But
they found us and started hunting us first. Now
all of us are running. They caught Number One
in Malaysia. Number Two in England. And
Number Three in Kenya. They killed them all. I
am Number Four. I am next. The Power of Six:
I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories
about what happened in Ohio. John Smith, out
there, on the run. To the world, he's a mystery.
But to me . . . he's one of us. There are six of us
left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact
with one another . . . but our Legacies are
developing, and soon we'll be equipped to fight.
Is John Number Four, and is his appearance the
sign I've been waiting for? And what about
Number Five and Six? I am Number Seven. One
of six still alive.And I'm ready to fight. The Rise
of Nine: The stakes are higher than ever as John,
Six, and Seven try desperately to find the rest of
the Garde before it's too late. During the
dangerous mission at the Mogadorian base in
West Virginia, John found and rescued Nine. But
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

even with their combined powers, special
abilities known as Legacies, the pair barely
escaped with their lives—and they lost Sam in
the process. In order to save our world and their
own, John and Nine must join forces with Six and
Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians
in Spain, and who are now trying to locate
Number Eight in India.
Ashfall Prophecy - Pittacus Lore 2022-08-16
Pittacus Lore finished telling the story of the
Lorien Nine in the New York Times bestselling I
Am Number Four and Lorien Legacies Reborn
series. Now he’s back with the second
installment in an all-new adventure duology
rooted in the real mysteries surrounding
Roswell, New Mexico, that will enthrall fans of
Brandon Sanderson, Jay Kristoff, and Amie
Kaufman. Syd Chambers grew up on Earth with
his human mother and barely remembers his
alien father from Denza, who left on a mission
when Syd was very young. After leaving Earth,
Syd learned the truth of his father’s
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disappearance on the planet Ashfall—his father
had died protecting a devastating secret about
the history between humans and Denzans. Syd is
now faced with a choice—free humanity from
imprisonment on Earth, which will allow them to
come into physical power beyond their wildest
dreams; or destroy Earth so that humans never
have a chance to enslave, torment, and kill other
species again. It has been prophesied that Syd is
destined to become a world-killer, but Syd is
determined to choose his own fate, and knows
there must be another path forward that will
honor his father’s sacrifice.
The Discord of Gods - Jenn Lyons 2022-04-26
The Discord of Gods marks the epic conclusion
to Jenn Lyons's Chorus of Dragons series,
closing out the saga that began with The Ruin of
Kings, for fans of Brandon Sanderson and
Patrick Rothfuss. THEIR CONFLICT COULD
END THEM ALL. Relos Var's final plans to
enslave the universe are on the cusp of fruition.
He believes there's only one being in existence
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

that might be able to stop him: the demon
Xaltorath. As these two masterminds circle each
other, neither is paying attention to the third
player on the board, Kihrin. Unfortunately,
keeping himself classified in the 'pawn' category
means Kihrin must pretend to be everything the
prophecies threatened he'd become: the
destroyer of all, the sun eater, a mindless,
remorseless plague upon the land. It also means
finding an excuse to not destroy the people he
loves (or any of the remaining Immortals)
without arousing suspicion. Kihrin's goals are
complicated by the fact that not all of his 'act' is
one. His intentions may be sincere, but he's still
being forced to grapple with the aftereffects of
the corrupted magic ritual that twisted both him
and the dragons. Worse, he's now tied to a body
that is the literal avatar of a star — a form that is
becoming increasingly, catastrophically
unstable. All of which means he's running out of
time. After all, some stars fade — but others
explode. At the Publisher's request, this title is
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being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Fall of Five - Pittacus Lore 2013-08-27
The fourth book of the #1 New York Times
bestselling I Am Number Four series! John
Smith—Number Four—thought that things
would change once he and Nine reunited with
the others. But he was wrong. After facing off
with the Mogadorian ruler and almost being
killed, the Garde realize they are drastically
unprepared. Now they're hiding out in Nine's
Chicago penthouse, trying to figure out their
next move. Even with the return of an old ally,
these superpowered teens aren’t strong enough
yet to take on an entire army. To defeat their
enemy, the Garde must master their Legacies
and learn to work together as a team. And when
they receive a sign from Number Five—the last
missing member of the Garde—they know they
are close to all being together finally. But could
it be a trap? Time is running out, and the only
thing they know for certain is that they have to
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

get to Five before the Mogs do. Michael Bay,
director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four
is a hero for this generation.” This epic young
adult series is perfect for fans of action-packed
science fiction like The Fifth Wave series by Rick
Yancey, The Maze Runner series by James
Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game.
The battle for Earth’s survival wages on. Read
the rest of the series: #5: The Revenge of Seven,
#6: The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One.
Don’t miss the first book in the brand-new I Am
Number Four spin-off series: Generation One.
Tyed - L. J Shen 2015-07-01
Fiction: Tyed is a New Adult book.
The Power of Six - Pittacus Lore 2011-08-23
The second book of the #1 New York Times
bestselling I Am Number Four series! In the
beginning, nine aliens left their home planet
Lorien when it fell under attack by the evil
Mogadorians. They scattered on Earth and went
into hiding. They look like ordinary teenagers
but have extraordinary powers. The Mogs have
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come for them. They killed Number One in
Malaysia, Number Two in England, and Number
Three in Kenya. They tried to get John Smith,
Number Four, in Ohio—but they failed. Now
John has joined forces with Number Six, and
they are on the run. But they are not alone.
Already John and Six have inspired Marina,
Number Seven, who has been hiding in Spain.
She’s been following the news of what’s
happening, and she’s certain this is the sign
she’s been waiting for. It’s time to come
together. Michael Bay, director of Transformers,
raved: “Number Four is a hero for this
generation.” This epic story is perfect for fans of
action-packed science fiction like The Fifth Wave
series by Rick Yancey, The Maze Runner series
by James Dashner, and Orson Scott Card’s
Ender’s Game. The battle for Earth’s survival
wages on. Don’t miss the rest of the series: #3:
The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of Five, #5: The
Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of Ten, and #7:
United as One. Don’t miss the first book in the
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

brand-new I Am Number Four spin-off series:
Generation One.
The Boneless Mercies - April Genevieve
Tucholke 2018-10-02
*A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year* *A
Barnes & Noble Best YA Book of the Year* Frey,
Ovie, Juniper, and Runa are the Boneless
Mercies—girls hired to kill quickly, quietly, and
mercifully. But Frey is weary of the death trade
and, having been raised on the heroic sagas of
her people, dreams of a bigger life. When she
hears of an unstoppable monster ravaging a
nearby town, Frey decides this is the Mercies'
one chance out. The fame and fortune of
bringing down such a beast would ensure a new
future for all the Mercies. In fact, her actions
may change the story arc of women everywhere.
Full of fierce girls, bloodlust, tenuous alliances,
and unapologetic quests for glory, this elegantly
spun tale challenges the power of
storytelling—and who gets to be the storyteller.
Perfect for fans of Maggie Stiefvater, V.E.
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Schwab, and Heidi Heilig.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Five's
Legacy - Pittacus Lore 2014-02-11
In this exciting seventy-five-page prequel
companion novella to the New York Times
bestselling I Am Number Four series, discover
the true origins of the traitorous Number Five.
Before allying himself with the Mogadorians,
before infiltrating the Garde, before committing
the ultimate betrayal, Five was in hiding just like
the others. But when his Cêpan dies, Five is
forced to survive on his own. Eager to finally
experience the world he was always kept apart
from, Five soon gets involved with the wrong
kind of people—the Mogadorians. In Five's
Legacy see how one of Lorien's last hopes for
survival became one of its most dangerous
adversaries.
Fugitive Six - Pittacus Lore 2018-06-26
This sequel to Pittacus Lore’s Generation One is
the second book in an epic new series set in the
world of the #1 New York Times bestselling I
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Am Number Four series. Newcomers as well as
fans of the original series will devour this fastpaced, action-packed sci-fi adventure that’s
perfect for fans of Marvel’s X-Men, Alexandra
Bracken’s Darkest Minds trilogy, and Tahereh
Mafi’s Shatter Me series. The Human Garde
Academy was created in the aftermath of an
alien invasion of Earth. It was meant to provide a
safe haven for teens across the globe who were
suddenly developing incredible powers known as
Legacies. Taylor Cook was one of the newest
students and had no idea if she’d ever fit in. But
when she was mysteriously abducted, her
friends broke every rule in the book to save her.
In the process, they uncovered a secret
organization that was not only behind Taylor’s
kidnapping but also the disappearance of
numerous teens with abilities. An organization
that has dark roots in the Loric’s past, untold
resources, and potentially even a mole at their
own school. Now these friends, who have
become known to other students as the “Fugitive
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Six,” must work together to bring this
mysterious group to an end before they can hurt
anyone else.
Middle School: Master of Disaster - James
Patterson 2020-03-05
In this blockbuster instalment of the bestselling
Middle School series, Rafe and all the favourite
characters from James Patterson's books for kids
get caught up in a hilarious adventure – together
for the first time! Rafe and Jimmy, two
misunderstood troublemakers, are finally up to
something good. They're in charge of a huge
celebration of books and reading – but when a
small issue snowballs into a big problem that
threatens to derail the whole event, they need to
work fast to keep things on track! And the best
part? Rafe and Jimmy are joined by the funniest
storytellers they know, including Jamie Grimm
from I FUNNY, Jacky Ha-Ha, the Kidd family of
TREASURE HUNTERS, super-genius Max
Einstein – everyone's favourite characters from
James Patterson's bestselling series for kids!
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Nine's
Legacy - Pittacus Lore 2012-02-28
Number Nine—when John frees him from his cell
in the Power of Xix, he's ferocious, reckless, and
ready to fight back. But being held captive
changes a person—even a Lorien. See what Nine
was like before his capture, and read about his
dramatic escape from his point of view. In I Am
Number Four: The Lost Files: Nine's Legacy:
Nine's legacy, discover the story behind Nine.
Before meeting John Smith, aka Number Four,
before being held prisoner, Nine was hunting
down Mogadorians in Chicago with his Cepan,
Sandor. What happened there would change
Nine forever. . . .
Return to Zero - Pittacus Lore 2019-06-25
All bets are off in this third and final book in the
epic New York Times bestselling Lorien Legacies
Reborn series! This fast-paced, action-packed
adventure—which is set in the world of I Am
Number Four—is perfect for fans of the Darkest
Minds series and the X-Men franchise. After the
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battle in Switzerland, the Fugitive Six find their
allegiances torn, dividing them into two factions.
Taylor, Kopano, and Nigel return to the Academy
with Nine, but nothing is the same. As fear and
resentment of the Human Garde continues to
grow, the United Nations decrees that all
humans with Legacies must be implanted with
inhibitors. So our heroes will have no choice but
to rebel. And with the Foundation still at large,
Isabela, Caleb, and Ran have decided to join
forces with their former foes Einar and Five to
hunt them down. But when a new threat is
revealed, the group may find itself painfully
outmatched. Facing capture or annihilation from
all sides, the only hope the Human Garde have
for survival is to stand together once and for all
to fight back against their true enemies. Return
to Zero is the epic conclusion to the story of the
Garde that began with the worldwide
phenomenon I Am Number Four.
The Power of Six (Enhanced Edition) Pittacus Lore 2011-08-23
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

The second book of the #1 New York Times
bestselling I Am Number Four series! This
enhanced edition contains: audio clips of
messages to the people of Earth and the Lorien
Nine from Pittacus Lore an exclusive sneak peek
at the opening chapter of I Am Number Four:
The Lost Files: Six’s Legacy, the e-original story
of Six’s past character bios an extended scene
from the book The Power of Six book trailer
trailers for the I Am Number Four film from
Dreamworks In the beginning, nine aliens left
their home planet Lorien when it fell under
attack by the evil Mogadorians. They scattered
on Earth and went into hiding. They look like
ordinary teenagers but have extraordinary
powers. The Mogs have come for them. They
killed Number One in Malaysia, Number Two in
England, and Number Three in Kenya. They
tried to get John Smith, Number Four, in
Ohio—but they failed. Now John has joined
forces with Number Six, and they are on the run.
But they are not alone. Already John and Six
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have inspired Marina, Number Seven, who has
been hiding in Spain. She’s been following the
news of what’s happening, and she’s certain this
is the sign she’s been waiting for. It’s time to
come together. Michael Bay, director of
Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for
this generation.” This epic story is perfect for
fans of action-packed science fiction like The
Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The Maze
Runner series by James Dashner, and Orson
Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for
Earth’s survival wages on. Don’t miss the rest of
the series: #3: The Rise of Nine, #4: The Fall of
Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6: The Fate of
Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t miss the first
book in the brand-new I Am Number Four spinoff series: Generation One.
I Am Number Four - Pittacus Lore 2012-07-24
Contains three action-packed novellas that give
the never-before-seen back stories to some of
the memeber of the Garde.
The Fate of Ten - Pittacus Lore 2015-09-01
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

The sixth and penultimate book of the #1 New
York Times bestselling I Am Number Four
series! For years the Garde have fought the
Mogadorians in secret, but now the invasion has
begun. John is on the front lines in New York
City. The odds are against him, but his best
friend, Sam, has just inexplicably developed a
Legacy—and he isn’t the only one. As the pair
tracks down Five and Nine amidst the chaos,
they meet another teen with powers. But is she a
friend or foe? Meanwhile, Six, Marina, and Adam
are trapped in Mexico. They got into the
Sanctuary and were able to awaken the force
hidden within, but they don’t have any way to
contact the others…and the Mogs are coming for
them in full force. The Garde are stretched thin.
Their only shot at saving the world is to
eliminate the Mogadorian leader—but his fate is
now irrevocably tied with Ella’s. They can’t
destroy one without the other. And if the Garde
can’t find another way to stop the Mogs,
humanity will suffer the same fate as the Loric:
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annihilation. Michael Bay, director of
Transformers, raved: “Number Four is a hero for
this generation.” This epic young adult series is
perfect for fans of action-packed science fiction
like The Fifth Wave series by Rick Yancey, The
Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and
Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for
Earth’s survival wages on. Read the explosive
series finale: United as One. And don’t miss the
first book in the brand new I Am Number Four
spin-off series: Generation One.
The Power of Six - Pittacus Lore 2011-08-23
I've seen him on the news. Followed the stories
about what happened in Ohio. John Smith, out
there, on the run. To the world, he's a mystery.
But to me . . . he's one of us. Nine of us came
here, but sometimes I wonder if time has
changed us—if we all still believe in our mission.
How can I know? There are six of us left. We're
hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one
another . . . but our Legacies are developing,
and soon we'll be equipped to fight. Is John
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Number Four, and is his appearance the sign
I've been waiting for? And what about Number
Five and Six? Could one of them be the ravenhaired girl with the stormy eyes from my
dreams? The girl with powers that are beyond
anything I could ever imagine? The girl who may
be strong enough to bring the six of us together?
They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number
Two in England. And Number Three in Kenya.
They tried to catch Number Four in Ohio—and
failed. I am Number Seven. One of six still alive.
And I'm ready to fight.
The Lorien Legacies: Books 2-5 Collection Pittacus Lore 2014-08-26
Four thrilling bestselling novels are included in
this collection: The Power of Six: I've seen him
on the news. Followed the stories about what
happened in Ohio. John Smith, out there, on the
run. To the world, he's a mystery. But to me . . .
he's one of us. There are six of us left. We're
hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with one
another . . . but our Legacies are developing,
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and soon we'll be equipped to fight. Is John
Number Four, and is his appearance the sign
I've been waiting for? And what about Number
Five and Six? I am Number Seven. One of six
still alive. And I'm ready to fight. The Rise of
Nine: The stakes are higher than ever as John,
Six, and Seven try desperately to find the rest of
the Garde before it's too late. During the
dangerous mission at the Mogadorian base in
West Virginia, John found and rescued Nine. But
even with their combined powers, special
abilities known as Legacies, the pair barely
escaped with their lives—and they lost Sam in
the process. In order to save our world and their
own, John and Nine must join forces with Six and
Seven who have been battling the Mogadorians
in Spain, and who are now trying to locate
Number Eight in India. The Fall of Five: To
defeat their enemy, the Garde must master their
Legacies and learn to work together as a team.
When the Garde receive a sign from Number
Five—a crop circle in the shape of a Lorien
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

symbol—they know they are close to being
reunited. But could it be a trap? Time is running
out, and the only thing they know for certain is
that they have to get to Five before it's too late.
The Revenge of Seven: The fifth book in the New
York Times bestselling I Am Number Four
series! The Garde have suffered an unbearable
loss. Number Five has betrayed them. Eight is
gone forever. Ella has been kidnapped. The
others are now scattered. The Garde are broken
and divided once again, but they will not be
defeated. As long as one still stands, the battle
for Earth's survival is not lost.
My Friend Leonard - James Frey 2005-06-16
Perhaps the most unconventional and literally
breathtaking father-son story you'll ever read,
My Friend Leonard pulls you immediately and
deeply into a relationship as unusual as it is
inspiring. The father figure is Leonard, the highliving, recovering coke addict "West Coast
Director of a large Italian-American finance
firm" (read: mobster) who helped to keep James
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Frey clean in A Million Little Pieces. The son is,
of course, James, damaged perhaps beyond
repair by years of crack and alcohol addictionand by more than a few cruel tricks of fate.
James embarks on his post-rehab existence in
Chicago emotionally devastated, broke, and
afraid to get close to other people. But then
Leonard comes back into his life, and everything
changes. Leonard offers his "son" lucrative—if
illegal and slightly dangerous—employment. He
teaches James to enjoy life, sober, for the first
time. He instructs him in the art of "living
boldly," pushes him to pursue his passion for
writing, and provides a watchful and supportive
veil of protection under which James can get his
life together. Both Leonard's and James's
careers flourish…but then Leonard vanishes.
When the reasons behind his mysterious absence
are revealed, the book opens up in unexpected
emotional ways. My Friend Leonard showcases a
brilliant and energetic young writer rising to
important new challenges—displaying surprising
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

warmth, humor, and maturity—without losing
his intensity. This book proves that one of the
most provocative literary voices of his
generation is also one of the most emphatically
human.
The Revenge of Seven - Pittacus Lore
2015-07-21
The fifth book in the New York Times bestselling
I Am Number Four series! The Garde have
suffered an unbearable loss. Number Five has
betrayed them. Eight is gone forever. Ella has
been kidnapped. The others are now scattered.
In Chicago, John makes the unlikeliest of allies:
Adam, a Mogadorian who turned his back on his
people. He has invaluable information about
Mog technology, battle strategies, and
weaknesses. Most important, he knows where to
hit them: their command base near Washington,
DC. During the assault, however, John learns the
unimaginable truth: it is too late. The
Mogadorians have commenced their ultimate
invasion plans. With a front-row seat to the
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impending invasion, Ella finds herself in the
hands of the enemy. For some reason, she's
more valuable to them alive, and they'll stop at
nothing to turn her. Meanwhile, Six, Nine, and
Marina make their way through the Florida
Everglades, hot on the trail of the traitorous
Five. With the development of a new Legacy,
Marina finally has the power to fight back—if
her thirst for revenge doesn't consume her first.
The Garde are broken and divided once again,
but they will not be defeated. As long as one still
stands, the battle for Earth's survival is not lost.
Upgrade - Blake Crouch 2022-07-12
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “If Michael
Crichton had written a superhero novel, it would
look a lot like Upgrade.”—The New York Times
Book Review “You don’t so much sympathize
with the main character as live inside his
skin.”—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Outlander series
“Mysterious, fascinating, and deeply
moving—exploring the very nature of what it
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

means to be human.”—ALEX MICHAELIDES, #1
New York Times bestselling author of The Silent
Patient and The Maiden The mind-blowing new
thriller from the New York Times bestselling
author of Dark Matter and Recursion—currently
in development as a motion picture at Steven
Spielberg's Amblin Partners “You are the next
step in human evolution.” At first, Logan Ramsay
isn’t sure if anything’s different. He just feels a
little . . . sharper. Better able to concentrate.
Better at multitasking. Reading a bit faster,
memorizing better, needing less sleep. But
before long, he can’t deny it: Something’s
happening to his brain. To his body. He’s
starting to see the world, and those around
him—even those he loves most—in whole new
ways. The truth is, Logan’s genome has been
hacked. And there’s a reason he’s been targeted
for this upgrade. A reason that goes back
decades to the darkest part of his past, and a
horrific family legacy. Worse still, what’s
happening to him is just the first step in a much
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larger plan, one that will inflict the same
changes on humanity at large—at a terrifying
cost. Because of his new abilities, Logan’s the
one person in the world capable of stopping
what’s been set in motion. But to have a chance
at winning this war, he’ll have to become
something other than himself. Maybe even
something other than human. And even as he’s
fighting, he can’t help wondering: what if
humanity’s only hope for a future really does lie
in engineering our own evolution? Intimate in
scale yet epic in scope, Upgrade is an intricately
plotted, lightning-fast tale that charts one man’s
thrilling transformation, even as it asks us to
ponder the limits of our humanity—and our
boundless potential.
The Power of Six - Pittacus Lore 2012
In a Spanish convent, seventeen-year-old Marina
longs to join forces with her fellow Loriens to
prepare for battle with the Mogadorians who
destroyed their home planet, while in the United
States, John, Six, and Sam elude authorities who
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

think John is a terrorist.
Soar - Joan Bauer 2017-01-03
Newbery Honor winner Joan Bauer hits a home
run with her newest protagonist, who always
sees the positive side of any situation. Jeremiah
is not one to let anything keep him down.
Starting with his adoption by computer genius
Walt, Jeremiah has looked on his life as a series
of lucky breaks. When a weak heart keeps him
from playing his beloved baseball, Jeremiah
appoints himself the team coach. When Walt has
to move for another new assignment, Jeremiah
sees it as a great chance to explore a new town.
But no sooner do they arrive than a doping
scandel is revealed and the town feels betrayed
and disgraced. Jeremiah takes it as his personal
mission to restore the town's morale and help
the teams bounce back and remember how to
soar. Full of humor, heart, and baseball lore,
Soar is Joan Bauer at her best.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Hunt for
the Garde - Pittacus Lore 2016-05-31
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In this villainous one-hundred-page companion
novella to the #1 New York Times bestselling I
Am Number Four series, get a unprecedented
look at the invasion—from three different
Mogadorians hoping to conquer Earth. This
novella picks up immediately after the
cliffhanger ending of The Fate of Ten and
coincides with the events of United as One, the
final book in this epic series. After the
Mogadorian leader is struck with a potentially
fatal blow, it becomes uncertain who will step in
for him and how the Mogs should proceed with
their invasion of the planet. This power vacuum
has wide-reaching ramifications. One Mog, who
has been on a quest for redemption ever since
she first let the Garde slip through her fingers, is
given an unimaginable opportunity to make
things right with the Beloved Leader. Another,
who has an unquenchable thirst for blood, jumps
at the opportunity to hunt down the human teens
who have begun to develop Legacies. And the
last Mog, who has been questioning everything
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

since he crossed paths with Adam, is forced to
decide once and for all where his allegiances lie.
While the fate of the Mogadorian leader is
unknown, the one thing that is for certain is that
this war is coming to an end . . . and there can
only be one side that wins.
The Words in My Hands - Asphyxia 2021-11-09
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fastpaced #ownvoices novel about a Deaf teenager
is a unique and inspiring exploration of what it
means to belong. Smart, artistic, and
independent, sixteen year old Piper is tired of
trying to conform. Her mom wants her to be
“normal,” to pass as hearing, to get a good job.
But in a time of food scarcity, environmental
collapse, and political corruption, Piper has
other things on her mind—like survival. Piper
has always been told that she needs to
compensate for her Deafness in a world made
for those who can hear. But when she meets
Marley, a new world opens up—one where
Deafness is something to celebrate, and where
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resilience means taking action, building a community, and believing in something better.
Published to rave reviews as Future Girl in
Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept. 2020), this
empowering, unforgettable story is told through
a visual extravaganza of text, paint, collage, and
drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near
future, The Words in My Hands is very much a
novel for our turbulent times.
I Am Number Four - Pittacus Lore 2010-08-03
The first book of the #1 New York Times
bestselling series and the inspiration for the hit
movie from Dreamworks! John Smith seems like
an ordinary teenager, living a normal life with
his guardian Henri in Paradise, Ohio. But for
John, keeping a low profile is essential, because
he is not an ordinary teenager. He’s an alien
from the planet Lorien, and he’s on the run. A
group of evil aliens from the planet Mogadore,
who destroyed his world, are hunting anyone
who escaped. Nine Loric children were sent to
Earth to live in hiding until they grew up and
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

developed their Legacies, powers that would
help them fight back—and help them save us.
Three of them are now dead. John is Number
Four, and he knows he’s next…. Michael Bay,
director of Transformers, raved: “Number Four
is a hero for this generation.” This epic story is
perfect for fans of action-packed science fiction
like The 5th Wave series by Rick Yancey, The
Maze Runner series by James Dashner, and
Orson Scott Card’s Ender’s Game. The battle for
Earth’s survival wages on. Read all of the books:
#2: The Power of Six, #3: The Rise of Nine, #4:
The Fall of Five, #5: The Revenge of Seven, #6:
The Fate of Ten, and #7: United as One. Don’t
miss the first book in the brand-new I Am
Number Four spin-off series: Generation One.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Six's Legacy Pittacus Lore 2011-07-26
Number Six—when John meets her in I Am
Number Four she’s strong, powerful, and ready
to fight. But who is she? Where has she been
living? How has she been training? When did she
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develop her legacies? And how does she know so
much about the Mogadorians? In I Am Number
Four: The Lost Files: Six’s Legacy, discover the
story behind Six. Before Paradise, Ohio, before
John Smith, Six was traveling through West
Texas with her Cêpan, Katarina. What happened
there would change Six forever….
I Am Number Four Collection: Books 1-6 Pittacus Lore 2015-09-01
The first six novels in the New York Times
bestselling Lorien Legacies series are included
in this collection: I Am Number Four: The book
that started it all . . . Nine of us came here. We
look like you. We talk like you. We live among
you. But we are not you. We can do things you
dream of doing. We have powers you dream of
having. We are stronger and faster than
anything you have ever seen. Our plan was to
grow, and train, and become strong, and become
one, and fight them. But they found us and
started hunting us first. I am next. The Power of
Six: I've seen him on the news. Followed the
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

stories about what happened in Ohio. There are
six of us left. We're hiding, blending in, avoiding
contact with one another . . . but our Legacies
are developing, and soon we'll be equipped to
fight. Is John Number Four, and is his
appearance the sign I've been waiting for? And
what about Number Five and Six? I am Number
Seven. One of six still alive.And I'm ready to
fight. The Rise of Nine: In order to save our
world and their own, John and Nine must join
forces with Six and Seven who have been
battling the Mogadorians in Spain, and who are
now trying to locate Number Eight in India. The
Fall of Five: When the Garde receive a sign from
Number Five—a crop circle in the shape of a
Lorien symbol—they know they are close to
being reunited. But could it be a trap? Time is
running out, and the only thing they know for
certain is that they have to get to Five before it's
too late. The Revenge of Seven: The Garde have
suffered an unbearable loss. Number Five has
betrayed them. Eight is gone forever. Ella has
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been kidnapped. The others are now scattered.
The Garde are broken and divided once again,
but they will not be defeated. As long as one still
stands, the battle for Earth's survival is not lost.
The Fate of Ten: The sixth and penultimate book
in the series! For years the Garde have fought
the Mogadorians in secret. Now all of that has
changed. The invasion has begun. The Garde are
stretched thin, fighting this war on many fronts.
The only chance they have is to take out the
Mogadorian leader once and for all—but his fate
is now irrevocably tied with Ella's. They can't
destroy one without the other. But if the Garde
can't find another way to stop the Mogs,
humanity will suffer the same fate as the Loric:
annihilation.
Ashfall Legacy - Pittacus Lore 2021-08-17
Pittacus Lore finished telling the story of the
Lorien Nine in the New York Times bestselling I
Am Number Four and Lorien Legacies Reborn
series. Now he’s back to recount an all-new
adventure rooted in the real mysteries
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

surrounding Roswell, New Mexico, that will
enthrall fans of Brandon Sanderson, Jay Kristoff,
and Amie Kaufman. We have waited generations
for you… Syd Chambers knows that there’s life
on other planets because he’s descended from it.
His father was from a distant world called Denza
and has been missing—presumed dead—for
years. When Syd discovers a device his father
left behind which shows not only that he’s alive,
but where he is, Syd must set out on a mission of
his own. But along the way, he discovers a
deadly, unbearable secret that could destroy
Denza, Earth, and the universe.
Generation One - Pittacus Lore 2017-06-27
The first book in a pulse-pounding new series
that’s set in the world of the #1 New York Times
bestselling I Am Number Four series. The war
may be over—but for the next generation, the
battle has just begun! It has been over a year
since the invasion of Earth was thwarted in
Pittacus Lore’s United as One. But in order to
win, our alien allies known as the Garde
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unleashed their Loric energy that spread
throughout the globe. Now human teenagers
have begun to develop incredible powers of their
own, known as Legacies. To help these
incredible and potentially dangerous
individuals—and put the world at ease—the
Garde have created an academy where they can
train this new generation to control their powers
and hopefully one day help mankind. But not
everyone thinks that’s the best use of their
talents. And the teens may need to use their
Legacies sooner than they ever imagined.
Perfect for fans of Marvel’s X-Men and Rick
Yancey’s The 5th Wave, this epic new series
follows a diverse cast of teens as they struggle
to hone their abilities and decide what, if
anything, they should do with them. As a spin-off
of the bestselling I Am Number Four series,
those familiar with the original books and
newcomers alike will devour this fast-paced,
action-packed sci-fi adventure.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Histories - Pittacus Lore 2013-07-23
The perfect companion book to the New York
Times bestselling I Am Number Four series! I
Am Number Four: The Lost Files: Secret
Histories is a collection of three action-packed
novellas by bestselling author Pittacus Lore!
Originally published as the e-novellas The
Search for Sam, The Last Days of Lorien, and
The Forgotten Ones, now, for the first time ever,
they are together in one print volume. The
Search for Sam follows the rogue Mogadorian
Adam on his journey of redemption as he finds
the key to saving both Sam Goode and his father,
Malcolm. The Last Days of Lorien reveals how
the fight began with the once-peaceful planet
being taken by surprise and attacked. The
Forgotten Ones is the riveting continuation of
Adam’s story, in which he uncovers an incredible
secret that will turn the tide for the Garde. You
know the truth about the Mogadorians’ invasion
of Earth and the Garde who will do anything to
defeat them—yet there is still so much to learn.
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The stories in Secret Histories will help you get
the answers you seek, but they will not help you
stop the coming war. Only the Garde can save
our planet.
I Am Number Four: The Lost Files: The Search
for Sam - Pittacus Lore 2012-12-26
In this heart-racing 144-page companion novella
to the New York Times bestselling I Am Number
Four series, discover what happened to Malcolm
Goode—the one human on Earth who can help
the Garde learn the truth about their past and
help them save our planet. No one has seen Sam
Goode's father, Malcolm, since he mysteriously
disappeared years ago. Sam had always
fantasized that he was abducted by aliens. But
that was before he knew the truth: aliens do
exist, and some of them seek to destroy our
world. That was before he himself became
another one of their captives. Now father and
son are both missing. . . . But when a rogue
Mogadorian named Adam, who now has Number
One's memories, decides the only way to make
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

up for his past atrocities is to return home and
infiltrate the Mogadorian stronghold, he'll find
the key to saving both Sam and Malcolm's life.
United As One - Pittacus Lore 2017-06
The Power of Six - Pittacus Lore 2011-08-23
They caught Number One in Malaysia. Number
Two in England. And Number Three in Kenya.
They tried to catch Number Four in Ohio . . . and
failed. I am Number Seven. And I'm ready to
fight. I've seen him on the news. Followed the
stories about what happened to John Smith. To
the world he's a mystery, but to me . . . he's one
of us. Nine of us came here, but sometimes I
wonder if time has changed us, if we all still
believe in our mission. There are six of us left.
We're hiding, blending in, avoiding contact with
one another, but our Legacies are developing,
and soon we'll be ready to fight. Is John Number
Four - and is his appearance the sign I've been
waiting for? And what about Number Five and
Six? Could one of them be the raven-haired girl
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with the stormy eyes from my dreams? The girl
with powers that are beyond anything I could
ever imagine? The girl who might be strong
enough to bring the six of us together? Praise for
Pittacus Lore: 'Tense, exciting, full of energy'
Observer 'Relentlessly readable' The Times
'Tense, keeps you wondering' Sunday Times 'Set
to eclipse Harry Potter and moody vampires.
Pittacus Lore is about to become one of the
hottest names on the planet' Big Issue Perfect
for fans of The Hunger Games - The Power of Six
is the second book in Pittacus Lore's Lorien
Legacies series. The first book I Am Number
Four is now a major Disney motion picture.
Steelstriker - Marie Lu 2021-09-28
Praise for the instant New York Times bestseller
SKYHUNTER “Riveting.” –POPSUGAR “Actionpacked.” –BuzzFeed “Fresh.” –Los Angeles
Times “Exhilarating...a rollercoaster of a reading
experience.” –The Nerd Daily Explosive action
and swoon-worthy suspense collide in
Steelstriker, the riveting conclusion to Marie
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Lu’s instant New York Times bestseller
Skyhunter. The world’s last free nation has
fallen. And behind enemy lines, Talin stands
alone. With her friends scattered by combat and
her mother held captive, Talin has no choice but
to submit to the Federation’s experiments and
become their most deadly war machine—a
Skyhunter. But Red hasn’t given up on Talin.
Though the link between them is weak, it could
be enough. To find their way back to each other.
To reunite the Strikers. To fight back against the
Federation, against all odds, against all hope.
Because the battle has only just begun.
Royal Rebel - Bende S. T. 2020-03-08
Aura Nilssen is the unwitting heir to a tainted
throne, the recipient of two unwanted legacies,
and she's on the hit list of every dark realm in
the cosmos. But with weeks to go before her
graduation from Alfheim Academy and official
coronation as queen, the reluctant royal thinks
she can finally take a breath. She should have
known better.
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Fugitive Six - Pittacus Lore 2018-06
This fast-paced action-packed adventure picks
up where Lorien Legacies left off. Escape into a
world where humans possess astonishing powers
and Taylor's adventure continues into even more
dangerous grounds . . . It's a year since John
Smith and the Lorien Garde helped defeat the
Mogadorian invasion of Earth. Now all over the
planet teenagers are developing new powers new Legacies. But this terrifies everyone else.
Those with Legacies are forced to register
themselves. They are cast out of families.
Hunted. Some are murdered. So the Garde
create an Academy. A place where the gifted
may come and learn. They will be trained to use
their powers to help protect humankind. But
some believe there's a better use of their talents.
They have other plans. And they don't care who
dies to bring them about . . .
The Rise of Nine - Pittacus Lore 2012-08-21
In Pittacus Lore’s The Rise of Nine, third in the
New York Times bestselling I Am Number Four
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

series, the stakes are higher than ever as John,
Six, and Seven try desperately to find the rest of
the Garde before it’s too late. The Mogadorians
who destroyed the planet Lorien continue to
hunt down the Garde, the small group of Loric
survivors who have taken refuge on Earth. The
Garde must come together. They are Lorien and
Earth’s only hope. During the dangerous mission
at the Mogadorian base in West Virginia, John
found and rescued Nine. But even with their
combined powers, special abilities known as
Legacies, the pair barely escaped with their
lives—and they lost Sam in the process. In order
to save our world and their own, John and Nine
must join forces with Six and Seven who have
been battling the Mogadorians in Spain, and
who are now trying to locate Number Eight in
India. Power in numbers will save us all.
At Dawn - Jobie Hughes 2012-10-01
Caught in a riptide of haphazard
underemployment, at turns violent and
unpredictable, suffering under a bad economy
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with no family or friends to speak of, Stratton
Brown longs for the chance to escape his smalltown past and build a new life. He sets out for
Chicago, where he meets a new and fresh hell: a
nine-to-fiver in a nondescript, meaningless
company, and an obsessive love affair with
woman who may be a bit too attached to her
abusive ex-boyfriend. Is this all America has to
offer its twentysomethings? He’ll soon have to
figure out that beneath the gruff labor of
building a new life lies the presence of
something much more true: a way past his
violent childhood and a new path to the
American dream. At Dawn is a literary debut of a
fresh and powerful male voice in fiction.
Some Love Some Pain Sometime - J. California
Cooper 1995
A collection of fiction from one of America's most
respected women writers and winner of a
prestigious American Book Award. 'Ms Cooper is
as down-home as Zora Neale Hurston, thank
you, and blooming into as skilled a storyteller.
pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Cooper's characters are the folk heroes of black
culture...Tales of triumph that give you reason to
keep reading' - Essence
Midnight at the Electric - Jodi Lynn Anderson
2017-06-13
6 Starred Reviews and a New York Public
Library Best Book of 2017! New York Times
bestselling author Jodi Lynn Anderson's epic
tale—told through three unforgettable points of
view—is a masterful exploration of how love,
determination, and hope can change a person's
fate. 2065: Adri has been handpicked to live on
Mars. But weeks before launch, she discovers
the journal of a girl who lived in her house more
than a hundred years ago and is immediately
drawn into the mystery surrounding her fate.
1934: Amid the fear and uncertainty of the Dust
Bowl, Catherine’s family’s situation is growing
dire. She must find the courage to sacrifice
everything she loves in order to save the one
person she loves most. 1919: In the recovery
following World War I, Lenore tries to come to
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terms with her grief for her brother, a fallen
British soldier, and plans to sail from England to
America. But can she make it that far? While
their stories span thousands of miles and
multiple generations, Lenore, Catherine, and
Adri’s fates are entwined in ways both
heartbreaking and hopeful. In Jodi Lynn
Anderson’s signature haunting, lyrical prose,
human connections spark spellbindingly to life,
and a bright light shines on the small but crucial
moments that determine one’s fate. “Deft,
succinct, and ringing with emotion without ever
dipping into sentimentality, Anderson's novel is
both intriguing and deeply satisfying.”—Kirkus
(starred review) “Each character’s resilience and
independence shines brightly, creating a thread
that ties them together even before the
intersections of their lives are fully revealed.

pittacus-lore-the-power-of-six

Anderson’s piercing prose ensures that these
remarkable women will leave a lasting mark on
readers.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“With quietly evocative writing, compellingly
drawn characters, and captivating secrets to
unearth, this thought-provoking, lyrical novel
explores the importance of pinning down the
past before launching into the mystery of the
future.”—Booklist (starred review) “Anderson
…allows her characters to shine through, with
each distinct, nuanced, and memorable.”—BCCB
(starred review) “Anderson deftly tackles love,
friendship, and grief in this touching exploration
of resilience and hope. A must-have for all YA
collections.”—School Library Journal (starred
review) "In Midnight at the Electric, Jodi Lynn
Anderson weaves a shining tale of hope in the
face of adversity. " —Shelf Awareness (starred
review)
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